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Abstract
Today, there is a need to focus on the mobility revolution that is currently taking place.
With the advent of more intelligent data gathering, there is also a growing need for using
existing technology and infrastructure to achieve this goal, without incorporating expensive,
complicated systems. As single-occupancy give way to shared mobility solutions, combined
with regular mass transit and pedestrian-aware street infrastructure (traffic lights, crosswalks
etc.), there is a large “networked mobility system” that has the potential to be tapped.
Moreover, autonomous cars will be here soon, to add to the mix.
With statistics showing an increase in bicyclist related crashes over the last decade and an
increase in bicycle-borne road users, there is a necessity for cities and autonomous vehicles
to build bicycle safety into their adaptation to the “driverless future”. This paper is an
exploration into the use of a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based Machine Learning
(ML) algorithm to identify bicycle-borne road users, who wear helmets.
We use a pre-made CNN framework—YOLO (You Only Look Once), and built around
it further. After a brief proof-of-concept test on a publicly available dataset (including
extraction, parsing and detection), the algorithm was modified. Some important features
were added, such as identifying license plates, faces and encrypting them. Further, there is
also a detailed account of using the ML capabilities that the framework is built with, and
training it to identify bicycle-borne road users wearing a helmet.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Literature Review
The urban mobility revolution began with the advent of “rideshare” services and connected
transit systems in the beginning of the last decade. Urban planners have to account for
an increase in not just the number of road users, but also in the types of road users in
the modern mobility era. Bicyclists are considered road users and traffic fatalities involving
bicyclists in the US have gone up in the last decade, with nearly three-quarters of them
being in the urban setting.[1]
The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that the problem arises out of an in-
crease in the number of road users, a decrease in prices of gasoline, use of smartphones and
other electronics while driving and a lack of attention in pedestrians and motorists.[2] Stud-
ies also show that a statistically significant decrease in risk of fatal head and brain injury can
be achieved through the use of bicycle helmets.[3] Modern helmets are also able to prevent
critical head injury.[4]
Moreover, with the introduction of the Controller Area Network (CAN) bus standard and
the On-Board Diagnostics-II (OBD-II), vehicles today have available, a more information-
rich data set. Wide ranging, in-depth information is available from the vehicle and its sensors
and many technologies already exist to take advantage of this for more than just vehicle
diagnostics.[5] Thus, a new term can be coined to refer to these vehicles—“Information-Rich
Vehicles” (IRVs). Envisioning an advanced version of a system that takes full advantage
of being on an IRV would make it the connected vehicle of the future. It will be able to
effectively make decisions for road usage and traffic control in addition to better vehicle
operation. Connected mobility is only the beginning of the potential of tapping into the
IRV’s information resources. Some pilot studies and research carried out has enabled this
mobile collection mechanism to even influence weather data accuracy using the frequency
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of corroborated data from multiple vehicles in the area.[6] IRVs find use cases in vehicle-to-
vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2X) implementations where a connected system of
vehicles and allied infrastructure (traffic lights, lane metering systems, pedestrian crossings,
security cameras, etc.) would help cars and the transportation infrastructure to “talk” to
each other and aid in building a model of prevalent traffic and pedestrian densities, which
can be put to multiple uses. One notable case is helping the infrastructure and (in the
future) autonomous vehicles to optimize routes based on that connected model. Of course,
an obvious application of using IRVs, the focus of this project, is with road safety. Several
projects and initiatives are already underway in this direction. Ranging from direct impact
implementations, such as collision and hazardous conditions warning[7] to setting up of
reliable protocols for V2X networks.[8]
We make use of the IRV to enable road safety through a functional decision system,
enabled through measurement. The bicyclist, being an important and growing user-base, is
vulnerable to vehicles that pose a risk simply because of their size and proximity in tight
urban spaces. Cars and other vehicles can pose a significant risk to bicyclists even at low
speeds. Studies have shown that both in sedans and SUVs, the impact speed of the bicyclists’
head with the windscreen or hood, in case of a collision can be as high as 1.43 times the
velocity of the vehicle.[9] In most North American cities, cars will travel at between 25 and
35 miles per hour, this can lead to serious injury for the bicyclist. The effort with this
project is to help decision makers decide on the possible “risk threshold” of a driver who is
operating the vehicle on a street with bicyclists. Important questions that can be answered,
such as is the driver driving close to the bicyclist? Was the bicyclist wearing a helmet?
To do this, we use computer vision (CV) as an enabling technology. Computer vision
can give a computer software driven ability to receive and analyze visual (image) data on
its own, and then make decisions about it. The interpretation of what a set of electrical
impulses represent in an image is done through a comparison with a set of references. This
is very similar to the human vision system where the brain evaluate whether what the eyes
see is sufficiently similar to be another example of the same thing. Computer vision is thus,
an important example of the concept of machine learning (ML).[10] Advanced machine
learning encompasses many of the technologies we use today to gain insights and build
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artificial intelligence (AI) in Big Data applications, such as deep learning, neural networks
and natural-language processing. The principle is simple where an algorithm is developed,
that operates guided by lessons from existing information.
The system built in this project is based on a neural network implementation of CV, called
You Only Look Once (YOLO)[11]. The neural network is a computational model loosely
based on the structure of a biological neural network. Information that flows through the
network affects the structure of the network. Typically, neural networks consist of multiple
layers where the output of a previous layer becomes the input to the next layer.[12] Neural
networks are “supervised” learning algorithms, because a neural network changes—or learns,
in a sense—based on what it is told to be the correct input and output. From observing
data sets in this way, the neural network can serve to be a random function approximator.
Among them, the convolutional neural network (CNN) is especially useful with image
processing tasks. The structure of a CNN is similar to a regular neural network, however
the layers made up of nodes, each have their own weight. CNNs have a distinct advantage
in image recognition applications in that they can be used to process the entire image in
one pass, unlike classic image recognition applications where multiple filters are run over a
truncated image at varying scales. CNNs are usually designed with the ability to handle
pre-progammed number of inputs (which can be changed, but the structure remains the
same). Hence, for image recognition, the inputs are width and height of the input image and
the number of colour values (usually three). So, for a 64 × 64 pixels image, the number of
inputs would be 64×64×3 = 12288. The output is a single vector with the classification for
the image. The model’s output vector is, essentially, its prediction of what “class” the image
belongs to, and each dimension in the vector represents all the classes.[13]. Represented in
Figure 1.1, there is a neural network interpretation of image recognition in a typical CNN.
Nebauer’s analysis[13] of the neocognitron CNN shows that the network samples the 24×24
pixels input with each neuron mapping one part of the image onto multiple layers, with
each layer looking for a specific feature. Subsequent layers perform a similar operation, with
an increase in the number of layers for more intricate feature detection. The convolution
is the mapping between subsequent layers, with each neuron between those layers having
the same weight (which have been set through training). The final detection layer has 10
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output neurons, each representing one of the ten possible digits. An in-depth description of
the network’s organization is available in the paper.[14]
Figure 1.1: An example of the layers in a CNN
This example CNN, as shown is used for image detection[15]. The neocognitron (NEO) framework has four
layers with 4 feature extraction planes in the layer 2, 16 feature extraction planes in layer 3 and finally 10
output features, one for each digit.[13],[14]
Most CNNs also contain a pooling layer, which comes before the output layer. The pooling
layer filters out the most “important” feature from each neuron in the previous layer, which
should be the feature as detected. A popular pooling method is the ‘max pooling’ method, a
sample-based discretization process. The pooling layer divides the previous layer into smaller
regions and picks the representation of features from each of those regions, the maximum in
case of max pooling. Max pooling reduces computation cost by reducing the dimensionality




YOLO: A CNN Implementation
2.1 Overview
Image processing algorithms with respect to objects are built to perform two kinds of tasks—
object recognition and object detection.
◦ Object Detection: The input may or may not contain an object, but the algorithm has
a knowledge of what it is looking for. If the required object is present in the image,
the output is a location or bounding box around the required object.
◦ Object Recognition: The input contains an object, but the algorithm knows more than
one possible object, and classifies the object present in the input into its respective
“class”.
Several previous image processing algorithms work as a hybrid between the two tasks.
Specifically in object recognition, this is done by repurposing an object recognition algorithm
is run over multiple iterations until the different object classes are listed, in combination with
running a detector for location based on those recognized classes. This way, algorithms can
identify the both object class and it’s location.
This method, being iterative, is slow. Redmon and Farhadi introduced YOLO[11] in 2016,
which is a CNN implementation of an image processing algorithm built on the “Darknet”
framework.[16] The algorithm is faster than state-of-the-art detection systems and can run
in real time. This project was ideally suited for using YOLO because of its capability to
quickly process multiple images in a short time period with high accuracy, as would be
required for an image processing system that can constantly run on an autonomous vehicle.
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2.2 Working
The architecture that YOLO is based on is simple from an image processing standpoint. It is
implemented as an algorithm that uses bounding box regressors and classifiers to predict both
location and object class respectively. The classifiers also contain identical convolutional
features from the previous layer.
The image is first divided into an S×S grid to make regressors and classifiers, an example
is shown in Figure 2.1 where it is divided into a 12× 12 grid of cells.
Figure 2.1: The S × S grid division of an input image
When an input image is first processed by YOLO, it divides the image into a 12× 12 grid of regressors and
classifiers that is then operated on for each cell in the grid.
Each cell in the image is then responsible for a set of r regressors for the bounding
boxes, which denotes object location and classifiers to predict the object class. Each of the r
regressors consist of five values that correspond to the bounding boxes, X and Y coordinates
of the center of the bounding box relative to that cell x and y respectively, the breadth of
the box b, its height h, and a confidence value p ∈ [0, 1]. The grid cell output also contains a
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classifier which predicts C conditional class probabilities for that many number of possible
classes. The final output vector hence has a total number of dimensions equal to the number
of all outputs from all cells, T :
T = S × S × (5× r + C)
Therefore, each cell is treated as an standalone system that processes a small region of
the image. Each cell will generate r regressors, with each regressor predicting one bounding
box (with five coordinates) including a confidence value.
The predictions happen as the values are passed through the neural network. And the
weights for the covolutional features between each layer is set during the training process.
2.3 Network Structure
YOLO is designed to work on a range of different image resolutions and that is trained
into the network[11]. This means there is no need to manually resize each image during
processing. The classifier model weights are pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset[17]. As
for the detector, the coordinates are predicted directly through fully connected layers that
are above the convolutional feature extractor as in the case with most CNNs. YOLO down-
samples each image into a 416 × 416 image, in order to have a 13 × 13 grid, thus giving
an odd number of cells with one cell right in the centre. YOLO uses “anchor boxes” to
tweak its predictions, where “anchor boxes” are randomized prior predictions of bounding
box outputs, obtained from k−means clustering on the training set. The priors were taken
to be those that generated the best Intersection Over Union (IOU) scores, for the distance
metric[11]:
d(box, centroid) = 1− IOU(box, centroid)
Initially based on the GoogleNet[18] architecture, the latest edition of YOLO used for
this project is built from the ground-up with the “Darknet” architecture. It is inspired by
the work on Network In Network[19] and incorporates 3× 3 filters, doubling the number of
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channels after every pooling step. A filter is essentially the smaller grid that is run over a
square of pixels in the input image. Each filter (also known as a neuron or kernel) is looking
for a specific feature and hold values that represent that feature in a matrix form. These
values are obtained and fine-tuned through the training process. The type of pooling used
for predictions is global average pooling. The model, Darknet-19 is made of 24 layers in
total, of which 19 are convolutional and 5 are max pooling. The structure build is shown
below.
Table 2.1: Structure of Darknet-19
Layer Filters Size/Stride Output
Convolutional 32 3× 3 224× 224
Maxpool 2× 2/2 112× 112
Convolutional 64 3× 3 112× 112
Maxpool 2× 2/2 56× 56
Convolutional 128 3× 3 56× 56
Convolutional 64 1× 1 56× 56
Convolutional 128 3× 3 56× 56
Maxpool 2× 2/2 28× 28
Convolutional 256 3× 3 28× 28
Convolutional 128 1× 1 28× 28
Convolutional 256 3× 3 28× 28
Maxpool 2× 2/2 14× 14
Convolutional 512 3× 3 14× 14
Convolutional 256 1× 1 14× 14
Convolutional 512 3× 3 14× 14
Convolutional 256 1× 1 14× 14
Maxpool 2× 2/2 7× 7
Convolutional 1024 3× 3 7× 7
Convolutional 512 3× 3 7× 7
Convolutional 1024 3× 3 7× 7
Convolutional 512 3× 3 7× 7
Convolutional 1024 3× 3 7× 7
Convolutional 1000 1× 1 7× 7
Avgpool Global 1000
Softmax
The 24 layers of Darknet-19 show the progression of outputs through each layer.
Note that each maxpool layer leads to a pooling in dimension by a factor of 0.5.
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2.4 Prediction Probability
In order to make predictions on the bounding box locations and the class of the object,
YOLO uses simple probability. Each of the r regressors predict one bounding box with a
confidence value, which must be close to or equal to the IOU value that is obtained through
training. This confidence is a non-zero value if any object is predicted and zero otherwise.
The confidence value is predicted as p:
p = Pr(object)× IOU
Here, Pr(object) is the probability that there is an object in that box. Further, the
classifier within each cell of the grid also predicts the probability of the object being of a
particular class, which is a conditional probability, assuming there are n possible classes:
Pr(classi|object) ∀ i ∈ (1, 2, . . . , n)
Then, using Baye’s theorem the expression can be rewritten in terms of Pr(object) as:
Pr(classi|object)× Pr(object)× IOU = Pr(classi)× IOU ∀ i ∈ (1, 2, . . . , n)
This overall confidence score thus incorporates class probabilities giving a value to how well
the predicted box fits each of those n classes. Figure 2.2 below shows all of the “predicted
boxes” that the regressors produce over each cell of the grid from the example image. After
the all the predictions have been made, only those predictions that are above a certain
threshold are output as true predictions. This is usually those predtictions that are required,
and a well trained model will always provide predictions with conditional confidence values
over the threshold only for the required predictions as shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.2: All predicted bounding boxes after grid division of an input image
As all regressors predict bounding boxes, the image here shows all bounding boxes as predicted over all the
cells in the grid. The 12× 12 grid thus produces 144× r bounding boxes in the grid.
Figure 2.3: Required bounding boxes after dropping other boxes
Since we only want the required boxes, the image here shows those bounding boxes that are retained after
dropping those that have a confidence value lower than the threshold. The leftover boxes are, as can be
seen, the required boxes.
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Chapter 3
Working With the Comma.ai Dataset
3.1 The Dataset
Comma.ai is a company that aims to build aftermarket autonomous driving modules for
production vehicles, started by George Hotz. The company works to build open source
advanced driver assistance systems in order to help accelerate the future of self-driving cars
and provide a publicly accessible platform for research development. Their product, the
(now defunct) CommaOne[20] is an aftermarket lane-keeping assistance and adaptive cruise
control system for Honda and Acura models. Comma.ai’s dataset is publicly available for
furthering research in the area of autonomous cars. This dataset contains 7.5 hours of
driving data. In addition to video the dataset also contains other sensor measurements such
as the car’s speed, acceleration, steering angle, GPS coordinates, gyroscope angles, etc.,
thus making it suitable for this project. To use this dataset for image processing, it is first
necessary to extract the data. The dataset consists of 10 videos clips of variable size recorded
at 20 Hz with a camera mounted on the windshield of an Acura ILX 2016.
3.1.1 Dataset Structure
The measurements are transformed into a uniform 100 Hz time base. All the files come in
hdf5 format and are named with the time they were recorded. The camera dataset has shape
number frames ×3× 160× 320 and are of uint8 type. For example, one vector of the log in
the dataset is called cam1 ptr and addresses the alignment between camera frames and the
other measurements. Algorithm 1 details the pseudocode for extract one single frame from
the dataset and is used to process individual images on a trial basis.
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• Files are in hdf5 format and are, on average 2Gb in size each.
• The camera data consists of images recorded at a 20Hz framerate with a resolution of
160× 320 in an RGB system.
• The goal was first to parse data in the hdf5 file for individual frames.
• This can be done on the command line or as a script.
Algorithm 1 Extracting a Single Frame
1: Import numpy, h5py and pyplot
2: Call the file from its directory into ‘file’
file = h5py.File("../camera/<filename.h5>", "r")
3: Use file.keys() to see internal file organization
4: Store entire file in a data variable
5: Convert into an array using numpy
6: Use pyplot to manipulate frame images
imgplot = plt.imshow(data[0,1,:,:])
7: Display frame using plt.show()
The frame extraction is on three channels, Red, Blue and Green with each of shape
160 × 320. The three channels were extracted separately as PNG images and combined
into one full color image using Python Imaging Library (PIL)’s merge() function, the code
snippet is below.
red = Image.open(savefigs[t] + str(i) + "-1.png").convert(’L’)
green = Image.open(savefigs[t] + str(i) + "-2.png").convert(’L’)
blue = Image.open(savefigs[t] + str(i) + "-3.png").convert(’L’)
out = Image.merge("RGB", (red, green, blue))
out.save(savefigs[t] + str(i) + ".png")
3.2 Extraction of Logs and Videos
The dataset extracted as individual images as shown in Figure 3.1 was compiled into mp4
videos, the logs were extracted and averaged over every 5 frames (since the video was recorded
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at 20 frames per second and the data was on a 100Hz timebase). Further additions were
made to display relevant data on the extracted frame according to the corresponding time
and location from the log files. As required, the acceleration, current gear, autonomous
mode (ON/OFF), automatic brake usage (in percentage) and manual user brake usage (in
percentage) was included on the frame, along with the time and frame numnber, as shown
in Figure 3.2. The code snippet is shown below:
def jump5_loop(n,t=0):




























canvas_width, canvas_height = f.canvas.get_width_height()










Figure 3.1: Images extracted from random points
The four images here show the types of images obtained from random points in time and random files from
the Comma.ai dataset, the RGB channels have been merged.
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The was to extract important insights into the driving behavior of the human in stress sit-
uations. This can include situations of urgent response, cautious driving and unprecedented
combination of factors. We plan to use machine learning as a core enabling technology and
use some models to provide context and benefit to the development of some autonomous
technology. The idea was to combine these videos and process them using YOLO to build a
connected information system that could not just give information on how fast the car was
traveling, its direction, location and driver pattern, it could also give information on the
surroundings of the car in relation to those parameter. Were there many people present on
the street when the driver crossed the speed limit, were there bicyclists on the road? How
many bicyclists were on the road and how cautious was the driver? These questions could
now be answered effectively.
Figure 3.2: Image with added information
The four images here show the types of images obtained from random points in time and random files from
the Comma.ai dataset, the RGB channels have been merged.
3.3 Running YOLO on the Dataset
The images once merged were compiled into mp4 videos using an ffmpeg terminal command:
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#ffmpeg -framerate 20 -start_number 0 -i IMG%01d.png -c:v libx264 -r 20
-pix_fmt yuv420p comma2016-06-08--11-46-01x.mp4
The video was then processed on YOLO version 1, which is significantly different from
the current version of YOLO that was used for the majority of the project thereafter. Once
the YOLO source code is compiled, the processing was done using the standard YOLO run
commands. YOLO allows several variations in its neural network configuration to account
for variations in the input image and the expected output. An updated account of these
modifications are detailed in the next chapter. The parameters used for detection with the
Comma.ai dataset were:
















OpenCV for Compiling Yes
CUDA for Compiling Yes
The detection command for YOLO was then executed as:
./darknet yolo test cfg/yolo.cfg yolo.weights IMG0076.PNG
The predictions are also saved as a PNG file in the same directory. Video files can also
be parsed into YOLO. The ‘Makefile’ used for compilation options with the source code can
be modified with few parameters as can be seen at the bottom of Table 3.1. CUDA[21] and
OpenCV[22] must be used to compile the source code in order to process videos and images
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other than in PNG format. While YOLO can be compiled without CUDA and OpenCV as
well, it only allows processing PNG images one at a time, if so. YOLO v1 uses a slightly
different number of possible classes and detection techniques, however the detections were
greatly accurate for the Commma.ai images as shown in Figure.
Figure 3.3: YOLO predictions on Comma.ai Images
Three images of random locations on the Commma.ai Dataset as processed by YOLO. The predictions are





As explained in Chapter 2, YOLO, like other CNN based algorithms, works by running
a small filter or convolution over the pixels in the input image. As the convoultion moves
across all the areas of the input image, it is looking for a specific feature and hold values that
represent that feature in a matrix form. Hence, the convolution, in simple terms, performs
multiplication operations over the values it has within the filter with the pixel matrix it
is currently “looking at” in the input image. These multiplication operations are carried
out with the filter on the convolution and those pre-set values that represent the feature
that it is looking for. In image recognition tasks, that is usually one of the three color scales
representations (RGB). The structure of the CNN then necessitates that these multiplication
operations are summed up into one number that will be the representation of that filter, for
that depth plane. The depth of the network dictates the number of types of filters that
are run across the image, which in this case would be 3, one each for RGB. The summed
value represents the value of the input to the next layer of the neural network. The process
is shown in Figure 4.1. The pre-set values in the filters are obtained through a training
process which fine tunes the value over multiple iterations and after comparing the values
actually obtained from the mutliplication operations to the ground truth values which would
represent the correct, required values. The pre-set values are called the “weights”. It must be
understood that the weights are not independent. A change in the weights in one filter of one
layer propagates through the layers that succeed it thus meaning that all the weights would
be picked from the entire space of possible weight combinations simultaneously, making it a
complicated operation.
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Figure 4.1: One convolution of depth 3
A part of an input image is first processed by a filter, the values from the input layer are multiplied and
summed as per the weights and are represented in the next hidden layer. This is an example of one filter
and the three different feature extractors that processes the highlighted part of the input image.
Theoretically, for a set of weights to completely represent a “rule” that describes all fea-
tures for a particular class (say person, bicycle etc.), it would have to be trained on all the
available images and representations of those classes. Realistically, what is done with an
algorithm is to sample a very small fraction of data and try to extract the pattern. If say,
the sample has a size of N . There are infinitely many possible samples the size of N that
can be drawn from the general population. Hence, the goal is to try and extract the weights
by continuously looking at different sets of training images. Multiple iterations of training
on different samples means the weights become more consistent. A sufficiently large N will
ensure than the mean weights do not fluctuate, leading to a more reliable model. The mean
weights over multiple iterations are obtained through regression. That is, a regression model
is built by the algortihm to find the underlying trend that will represent the weights of the
feature extractors.
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4.2 Training on YOLO
YOLO being a deep learning algorithm provides a very flexible tool for training to find the
weights required, when using custom classes such as the bicycle helmet class that was trained
in this project. A few important parameters that are common to most CNN algorithms,
including YOLO. These parameters are listed in Table 4.1 for the standard YOLO, along
with details on each parameter:
Table 4.1: Training parameters for the YOLO standard
Parameter Value




Start Learning Rate 0.1
Learning Rate Decay 10−4







YOLO is trained on a standard stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimization, which
means that as the weights are changed iteratively, there is a slow movement towards the
optimum value (i.e., the minimum value of the loss function that is the change between
actual required values and the values predicted by the model) that is proportional to the
direction of the negative gradient.
• Epcoh: An epoch is defined as one full (forward + backward) pass of all the training
images.
• Momentum: Since in an SGD, in each step while updating weights, there is a random
movement in a random direction, on aggregate the movement is towards the (local)
optimum value. This knowledge of the previous steps can be used to decide on the
next step’s direction and that is done using a running average of the gradients, which
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is dictated by the momentum value which damps oscillations in directions of high
curvature, reducing the inertia of the gradient descent. This usually leads to better
convergence.
• Learning Rate: The learning rate is a value (< 1) used to multiply with the weights
during each backpropagation step to avoid large changes in weights between iterations.
The real-world meaning of learning rate can be summed as the rate of change of beliefs.
That is, the model drops those features that are considered “definitive” as it encounters
more descriptive features for that class.
• Learning Rate Decay: There is benefit in decreasing the learning rate[23] leading to
faster convergence, hence the decrease in learning rate usually dictates how small the
next step of the weight update will be, in the SGD.
The standard YOLO version 2, which is used for this project was first trained on the
ImageNet[17] 1000 class dataset. The current version for YOLO version 2, called YOLO9000
was trained on COCO[24] detection dataset and the top 9000 classes from the full ImageNet
release that contains images for about 106 different classes with about 1000 images under
each class. For YOLO9000, many of these classes were combined to create practical classes,
resulting in a total of 9418 classes.
This detailed training process gives YOLO9000 a robust detection system that performs
very well in real-time recognition under varying conditions. Many of the data augmentation
techniques used in the training process replicate possible conditions when encountering new,
unseem images. The random cropping of images during training gives YOLO the ability to
work well in identifying objects even when they are partially covered by other obstacles or
when there are multiple objects in planes that are parallel to each other. This is showcased
in Figure 4.2. Further, augmentation techniques such as hue shifts, saturation and exposure
shifts gives it the ability to predict correctly in varying light conditions and backgrounds
such as varying seasons, as well. This is shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.2: Detections with object overlap
A part of an input image is first processed by a filter, the values from the input layer are multiplied and
summed as per the weights and are represented in the next hidden layer. This is an example of one filter
and the three different feature extractors that processes the highlighted part of the input image.
Figure 4.3: Detections in varying weather: winter
A part of an input image is first processed by a filter, the values from the input layer are multiplied and
summed as per the weights and are represented in the next hidden layer. This is an example of one filter
and the three different feature extractors that processes the highlighted part of the input image.
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4.3 Training for Helmet-wearing cyclists
When training for custom classes, like helmet-wearing cyclists, there are a few modifications
that need to be made to the source code as well as the configuration settings. The training
parameters are usually set at default but there were some trials with modified parameters
in order to gain better training times and more usable weights.
4.3.1 Training images
To train YOLO, there needs to be a good mix of images in order to get a reliable set of
weights that can enable the algorithm to train a reliable set of weights that can detect on
unseen test images. For this initial proof-of-concept training, 548 images were used. The
images were obtained from a series of videos recorded on a GoPro Hero4 action camera by
Neutral Cycle of Champaign, IL. The details of the videos recorded are in Table 4.2.





Framerate(frames per second) 30
Bitrate(kbps) 30584
Audio Codec MPEG-4.AAC
The video, in total, account for about ∼ 38000 frames, however, since the frames are close
to each other, many of them are bound to be similar. In light of this, through a careful
manual selection process, a set of 548 images were selected with a good mix of backgrounds





While training a neural network on images, the weights are tweaked and modified as per the
ground truths that you supply to the algorithm. This is an example of “supervised learning”
where a finely tuned predictor is developed after the algorithm goes through multiple images
of being told where to find the object it is looking for (and in the process learning it’s features)
before being exposed to a previously unseen image and applying those learned features to
make a prediction.
The ground truths are supplied to YOLO’s algorithm through annotations or labels which
contain information on what class the object belongs to, how many of those objects are
present in the image and what the location of each object is. Hence, there is a necessity
for one annotation file for each corresponding training image. Since in this project a new
custom class is trained, label files were also manually generated through labeling to compose
a custom training set. The manual labeling was performed using the BBox-Label-Tool a
Python script developed by Shi Qiu[25] and developed on Python Tkinter[26].
5.2 The BBox-Label-Tool
The BBox-Label-Tool is a simple way of manually making annotation files for the respective
images. Since this tool was initially intended to mark labels on on JPEG images, it does not
work on other file types The script required certain modifications from the original, written
by Shi Qiu to be able to work on PNG files that we used. The modifications are simple
inclusions of glob module commands to add PNG files to the list of images being labeled in
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the existing directory.
self.imageList += glob.glob(os.path.join(self.imageDir, ’*.png’))
self.imageList += glob.glob(os.path.join(self.imageDir, ’*.PNG’))
Once the modifications have been made, the BBox-Label-Tool script file is placed in a
directory with the following folder structure:
• Two folders, one for the Images and one for the Labels.
• Inside these two folders, one folder each for each class. Since only one class was trained
only one folder titled 001 was included in both the Images and Labels folders.
The terminal can be used to start the BBox-Label-Tool script. The folder number, which in
this case would be 001, is entered into the ‘Image Directory’ box and this will load up the
images in the required folder. The annotations can be manually made, including multiple
annotations on one file. The quality of the object detection, naturally greatly depends on
the quality of the labeling. Inaccurate labeling where the bounding boxes do not properly
indicate the object bounds many times (too much margin around the object, cutting parts
of the object), leads to poor quality bounding boxes. However, to be able to detect ’partial’
objects, some objects must be deliberately cut off by the bounding boxes. These annotations
are displayed in a text box on the right. The “Next” button then saves the annotation into
a TXT file with the same name in the format displayed below. The image example of the
BBox-Label-Tool use is in the Figure 5.2.
4
867 390 919 434
1092 403 1131 439
1294 350 1347 401
This representation obtained from the BBox-Label-Tool is in the format of the class number
on the first line and the coordinates of each labeled object in the next lines. Each line depicts
the x and y coordinates of the bottom left corner of the bounding box, followed by the box
width and finally, the box height.
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Figure 5.1: BBox-Label-Tool usage 1
Figure 5.2: BBox-Label-Tool usage 2
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5.2.1 Annotation Conversion
YOLO version 2 requires the annotations to be in a different format than that produced by
the BBox-Label-Tool. The required format is the class number, object center in x, object
center in y, object width in x, object width in y. In order to convert the annotations
from the BBox-Label-Tool format to the format required by YOLO version 2, a conversion
script by Guanghan Ning[27] is used. This script is considerably rigid with respect to
the directories and folder organization and also saves a list of the training image locations
(something required by YOLO version 1). Some of the conversions include adding command








b = (float(xmin), float(xmax), float(ymin), float(ymax))
bb = convert((w,h), b)
print(bb)
txt_outfile.write(str(cls_id) + " " + " ".join([str(a) for a in bb]) + ’\n’)
The converted annotations look like the example shown below:
0 0.756770833333 0.397685185185 0.0291666666667 0.0509259259259
0 0.555208333333 0.450925925926 0.0145833333333 0.0259259259259
0 0.705989583333 0.463888888889 0.0130208333333 0.0166666666667
The script is then run on all the TXT annotation files to convert them to the YOLO format
while still retaining the same name (corresponding to the image they represent).
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5.3 Training Hardware and Prerequisites
As described in previous chapters, all of the operations on the CNNs depend on matrix
multiplication steps to generate convolutions and the representation of required features.
This makes it extremely well suited for performing the these tasks on Graphics Processing
Units (GPUs) because images, videos, and other graphics are represented as matrices in these
applications. Moreover, when performing operations such as image rotation or zoom, it is
simply some mathematical transformation that is being applied to these matrices. Hence, it
is seen that GPUs are far more specialized towards matrix operations and are ideal tools for
deep learning tasks. Unmatched parallel processing ability, fine-grain parallelism and other
advantages lead to a quick rise in popularity of GPUs in deep learning tasks with GPUs
being significantly faster[28] than multi-core GPUs in these tasks.
To take advantage of the GPU’s extra performance, the training of YOLO or this project,
to identify bicyclists was carried out on the “Nano” GPU cluster of the National Center for
Supercomputing Applications. This cluster has multiple Nodes with varying GPU hardware
for different demands in performance.
5.3.1 The Prerequisites
To get the prerequisites in place, first YOLO version 2 must have a defined set of images
that form the actual training set, and which of the images will serve as test set. A separate
set of files test.TXT and train.TXT files are written to hold the names of the images that
form the test set and the training set. A simple Python script was used to make the two
lists, ensuring that will create these files from the same directory as the training images
found. The percentage of images to be used for test can be changed based on need.
Once these lists are created, YOLO version 2 also requires some additional files to train




• A modified yolo-helmet.cfg configuration file
The obj.data file contains information for YOLO to define the number of classes, the
location and names of the training images list and testing images list. This file also contains
the name of the file that holds the names of the classes being trained (in this case, it is
obj.names), along with a directory to backup the generated weight files. The contents






The obj.names file contains information for YOLO to generate the names of the classes
being trained. This file must contain the name of every class in the same order they are
numbered in the annotations, with one name on a new line. Since there is only one class
being trained, this file is a single line with the name of the class, as shown below:
Cyclist-Wearing-Helmet
The configuration file yolo-helmet.cfg contains information on the number of classes
(1) and instructions for YOLO on the training parameters shown in Table 5.1:













The “Batch” value tells YOLO to consider 64 images for each iteration or training step.
The “Subdivisions” value tells YOLO the number of images to consider at a time. This is
especially useful in machines with lower RAM. Values for number of classes and the number
of filters/outputs depend on the number of inputs: filters = (classes + 5) × 5.
A pre-trained weights file is used for training to dictate a starting point for the algorithm.
For training, the pre-trained weights file darknet19_448.conv.23 is provided by J. Redmon
himself through free access.
5.3.2 Starting Training and Monitoring
The training was then started on the cluster through a shell script which was submitted to
the cluster. It was carried out on 2 Nvidia M40 GPUs.
cd darknet
make
./darknet detector train cfg/obj.data yolo-helmet.cfg darknet19_448.conv.23
Training network structure is shown in Table 5.2. The images are iterated over and several
IOU values are obtained in each iteration (note that the goal is to get the confidence values
as close to the IOU value as possible)
Pr(classi|object)× Pr(object)× IOU = Pr(classi)× IOU ∀ i ∈ (1, 2, . . . , n)
The algorithm saves the latest weight file after every 1000 iterations. With the script being
programmed to run for a maximum of 24 hours and the last file to have been saved at the
time of script exit was the 104 iterations weights yolo-helmet_10000.weights. Consecutive
iterations are also shown in Figure , which are demonstrative of the IOU and confidence
values.
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Table 5.2: Structure of training Darknet-19
Layer Filters Size/Stride Input Output
Convolution 32 3× 3/1 416× 416× 3 416× 416× 32
Maxpool 2× 2/2 416× 416× 32 208× 208× 32
Convolution 64 3× 3/1 208× 208× 32 208× 208× 64
Maxpool 2× 2/2 208× 208× 64 104× 104× 64
Convolution 128 3× 3/1 104× 104× 64 104× 104× 128
Convolution 64 1× 1/1 104× 104× 128 104× 104× 64
Convolution 128 3× 3/1 104× 104× 64 104× 104× 128
Maxpool 2× 2/2 104× 104× 128 52× 52× 128
Convolution 256 3× 3/1 52× 52× 128 52× 52× 256
Convolution 128 1× 1/1 52× 52× 256 52× 52× 128
Convolution 256 3× 3/1 52× 52× 128 52× 52× 256
Maxpool 2× 2/2 52× 52× 256 26× 26× 256
Convolution 512 3× 3/1 26× 26× 256 26× 26× 512
Convolution 256 1× 1/1 26× 26× 512 26× 26× 256
Convolution 512 3× 3/1 26× 26× 256 26× 26× 512
Convolution 256 1× 1/1 26× 26× 512 26× 26× 256
Convolution 512 3× 3/1 26× 26× 256 26× 26× 512
Maxpool 2× 2/2 26× 26× 512 13× 13× 512
Convolution 1024 3× 3/1 13× 13× 512 13× 13× 1024
Convolution 512 1× 1/1 13× 13× 1024 13× 13× 512
Convolution 1024 3× 3/1 13× 13× 512 13× 13× 1024
Convolution 512 1× 1/1 13× 13× 1024 13× 13× 512
Convolution 1024 3× 3/1 13× 13× 512 13× 13× 1024
Convolution 1024 3× 3/1 13× 13× 512 13× 13× 1024
Convolution 1024 3× 3/1 13× 13× 512 13× 13× 1024
Route 16
Convolution 64 1× 1/1 26× 26× 512 26× 26× 64
Reorg /2 26× 26× 64 13× 13× 256
Route 2724
Convolution 1024 3× 3/1 13× 13× 1280 13× 13× 1024
Convolution 30 1× 1/1 13× 13× 1024 13× 13× 30
Detection
The layers of Darknet during the training process
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Figure 5.3: Training Time Iterations 1
The image shows iterations 1 through 4 with IOU and object confidence values are far apart
Figure 5.4: Training Time Iterations 2




After about 104 iterations, the script completed it’s intended 24 hour run time, before which
the weights file for 104 iterations was saved. This weights file was then used to detect
on a part of the training images and also on previously unseen images. The weights file
gave usable results with considerably accurate predictions which predicted with confidence
in excess of 60% on unseen images and confidence in excess of 80% on training set images.
More iterations and fine-tuning of the learning parameters could improve the detection speed
and accuracy. A brief tabulation of detection parameters are in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Detection parameters for YOLO after training
Image Obj. Present Detected Max. Confidence Time Taken (sec.)
Image 1 3 2 0.68 10.4123
Image 2 2 2 0.58 10.6919
Image 3 1 1 0.75 10.4188
Image 4 2 2 0.80 10.5459
Image 5 3 2 0.79 10.4868
Image 6 4 2 0.57 10.4377
Image 7 2 1 0.75 10.4273
This endeavour opens up many opportunities for further research in this area. This show-
cases that even small datasets can help in quickly training a CNN to recognize an object to
a reasonable extent. It adds the scope of image recognition capability to existing systems.
Combined with the IRVs systems, this can be used to extract important insights into the
driving behavior of the human in stress situations. This can include situations of urgent
response, cautious driving and an unprecedented combination of factors. Short term goals
and directions of further research would be to retrain the neural network to better its us-
ability in a small, embedded machine. Further to try and improve its processing time, make
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Figure 6.1: Helmet-wearing cyclist detections 1
These are the detections achieved by YOLO in an urban street setting, the algorithm works well even when
the required object is to one side of the image with mild distortion from the camera
Figure 6.2: Helmet-wearing cyclist detections 2
These are the detections achieved by YOLO in a rural or forested setting. These detections are impressive
under extreme bright light conditions
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it more reliable. Further, context can be built within YOLO, which means the algorithm
must be able to discern that a bicycle has to be ridden by a human. Using machine learning
as a core enabling factor, some models can be developed to provide context and benefit to
the improvement or birth of some autonomous vehicle technology. Many important ques-
tions can be answered. An important aspect of building the “comprehensive information
processing engine” from an IRV is to ensure the vehicle is aware of the real-time conditions
around it. Can we count the number of relevant objects in real time (other cars, buses,
pedestrians, cyclists)? Combine this data with GPS and infrastructure information to build
traffic models Enable object tracking and persistence modeling. These are the questions
that will be answered.
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